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There are more great shows on television today than any time in history – a Golden Age+, if you will. 

In the original so-called Golden Age of television, there were just as many bad shows as good ones 

(probably more).  Back then, choices were limited to three broadcast networks and a few independent 

stations.  Everyone simply watched whatever network programmers put on their schedules.   

 

These days, nobody has to watch the so-called “least objectionable programming” anymore, and 

those under 30 have probably never even heard that phrase.   

 

Until the early 2000s, most people eventually acquired the same media devices and had access to 

the same original scripted programming.  This is no longer the case.  While 98% of the country might 

have access to broadcast television, some platforms are only available in 70% of homes, with others 

in 50%, and still others in 30% or less.  It’s hard to believe that Netflix’s first major hit, House of Cards,  

was just eight years ago.  In addition to Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, and Hulu, we now have HBO 

Max, Apple TV+, Peacock, and Disney+, as well as numerous smaller, more niche streaming services, 
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all producing high-quality scripted series.  Combined, these streamers are now spending as much or 

more on original programming each year than the five broadcast networks. 

   

This means that many of the best shows on television have not been seen by much of the country.  I 

analyze television for a living and subscribe to all the major streaming services, and I’m constantly 

coming across series I’ve never heard of before, some of which have been on for multiple seasons. 

 

Following is part 2 of the 3-part review of my 21 favorite series of 2021 (I hesitate to use the word 

“best”), with the caveat that there are probably more than a few excellent series I haven’t seen.     

  

Just as a reminder, the 7 series reviewed in part 1 were, Billions (Showtime), Bosch (Amazon Prime 

Video), Evil (Paramount+), Goliath (Amazon Prime Video), Hacks (HBO Max), Hanna (Netflix), and 

Mare of Easttown (HBO). 

 

 

 

 

The series below are in alphabetical order.  There are some spoilers ahead, but I tried not to reveal 

too much… 
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 Lupin (Netflix 2021- ): French mystery thriller that tells 

the story of Assane Diop (Omar Sy), the son of an immigrant 

from Senegal.  When he was a teenager, his father was 

framed for the theft of a valuable diamond necklace by his 

wealthy employer, Hubert Pellegrini (Herve Pierre) and his 

family.  Pellegrini had stolen the necklace himself, and hid it 

in an attempt to dramatically increase its value and collect the insurance money.  Not being able to 

live with the shame, his father supposedly hanged himself in prison, leaving the young Assane an 

orphan.  Twenty-five years later, inspired by the Maurice LeBlanc book his father gave him about 

master of disguise, Arsene Lupin, nicknamed the “gentleman thief,” he sets out to get revenge on the 

Pellegrini family and prove his father’s innocence (and that he was actually murdered in prison). 

 

Being a master thief himself, Assane uses his charm, charisma, and expertise at disguises, to execute 

an elaborate series of heists, starting with the Louvre, where he steals the very necklace that was 

used to frame his father, hoping it will draw out Pellegrini and his allies.  While it does do that, it also 

gets the cops to start relentlessly pursuing him.  Assane’s biggest problem is that the powerful and 

corrupt Pellegrini has all the local politicians, the police commissioner, and even the news media in 

his pocket. 

 

Each of Assane’s heists mirrors some of the techniques used by Lupin.  The charismatic Omar Sy 

gives a riveting performance as time and again he uses his many talents, as well as his highly-

developed fighting skills, to narrowly escape capture and disaster.  The series is fast-paced, 

thoroughly engrossing and entertaining, and perfect for bingeing.  The story is told partly through 

flashbacks – some to Assane’s childhood, where we see younger versions of some of his current 
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friends and foes, and others to reveal how he planned his various heists and escapes.  They also 

provide some context for Assane’s motivations. 

 

The first season is 10 episodes.  Five were released in January 2021, with the remaining five airing 

in June (so technically they consider these part 1 and 2).  The first five episodes move along at a brisk 

pace, as Assane keeps chasing new leads while being chased by Pellegrini’s on-the-take police 

commissioner Dumont (Vincent Garanger) – who was the beat cop years ago who helped frame 

Assane’s father.   

 

Part 1 abruptly ends with a cliffhanger that I did not see coming.  At a seaside town with his ex-wife 

and long-time love Claire (Ludivine Sagnier), their son Raoul (Etan Simon) is abducted by one of 

Pellegrini’s thugs.   

 

The second five episodes start out where the previous installment left off, with Assane searching for 

his son and seeking revenge, while being relentlessly pursued by the police.  This plot twist turned 

the show into much more of a serious action drama.  Assane continues to remain several steps ahead 

of everyone else, and there are a number of thrilling chases and escapes as his new plans take shape.  

While some of his escapes stretch credulity to its limits, it moves so quickly and with such style that 

you don’t dwell on them.  The series remains quite entertaining escapism throughout.   

 

The cast includes, Antoine Gouy as Ben, Assane’s life-long buddy, Clotilde Hesme as Juliette, his 

one-time lover (and daughter Hubert Pellegrini), Nicole Garcia as Pellegrini’s wife, who inadvertently 

helped frame Assane’s father, and Soufaiane Guerrabas an honest detective assigned to catch 

Assane after he executes a jewel heist.  At the time of its release, Lupin was Netflix’s most watched 

non-English-language series (having since been surpassed by Squid Game).  It’s been renewed for 

part 3, which is currently filming in Paris. 
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Money Heist (Netflix 2019-2021): Stylish Spanish thriller 

about a criminal mastermind known as “The Professor” 

(Alvaro Morte), who plans to pull off the biggest heist in 

history – breaking into the Royal Mint of Spain and printing 

2.4 billion euros.  He recruits eight people with the specific 

talents he needs, and meticulously trains them on how to 

work together to execute his plans.  They don matching red jumpsuits and Salvador Dali masks and 

take the names of various international cities as their aliases (Tokyo, Berlin. Helsinki, Moscow, 

Denver, Rio, Bogota, and Nairobi).  The Professor’s ambitious plan is precisely drawn out with every 

possible contingency taken into account – until they aren’t.  

 

After the initial heist succeeds, the thieves are forced out of hiding to rescue one of their own who 

carelessly got caught.  They prepare for a second heist, this time at the Bank of Spain.  That’s when 

things start to spiral out of control and get more dangerous.  At the same time, the thieves have 

become national heroes to many of the people of Spain, who gather outside the bank, dressed in 

the same red jumpsuits as the thieves, to cheer them on.   

 

The group takes 67 hostages, to help them negotiate with the authorities, as the Professor directs 

them from a secret outside location.  One of the hostages (Esther Acebo) becomes a key accomplice 

and takes the ironic name, Stockholm.  As the Professor manipulates the police to carry out his plan, 

the Police Inspector (Itziar Ituno) gets closer to capturing him – until she joins him in part 3 after 

being betrayed by her superiors.  She takes the name Lisbon.  She is replaced by Alicia Sierra 

(Najwa Nimri), an inspector of the National Police Corps., who relentlessly tracks down the 

Professor’s hideout, eventually finding it.   
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The constant high stakes and frenetic pace, the various interpersonal relationships (both emotional 

and physical), and the new complications and dangers that seem to emerge in virtually every 

episode, make this a compelling story.  There are unexpected twists and turns (and deaths), as the 

action keeps zig-zagging forward.  Flashbacks are frequently used to show how the various plans 

took shape and to reveal some of the characters’ backstories.    

 

Ursula Cobero is fantastic as Tokyo, one of the main thieves (who also acts as the story’s narrator).  

The rest of the Professor’s crew, Jamie Lorente (Denver), Miguel Herran (Rio), Pedro Alonso (Berlin), 

Darko Peric (Helsinki), Hovik Keuchkerian (Bogota), Paco Tous (Moscow), and Alba Flores (Nairobi), 

are all top notch. 

  

The fifth and final season was broken out into two five-episode installments airing in September and 

December 2021.  The final few episodes will keep you on the edge of your seat right up to the end. 

 

Money Heist premiered in 2017 as La Casa De Papel on Antena TV in Spain, planned as a two-part 

limited series.  Netflix acquired the global streaming rights and renewed the series with a sharp 

budget increase – parts 3-5 are Netflix originals, which began in 2019.   

 

Until 2021’s Lupin and Squid Game, this was Netflix’s most watched non-English-language show 

worldwide.  According to Netflix, Money Heist reclaimed the top spot during season 5 (based on 

number of hours viewed).   
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The Morning Show (Apple TV+ 2019- ): Drama loosely 

inspired by Brian Stelter’s 2013 book, Top of the Morning, 

about the cutthroat machinations of early morning television.  

Jennifer Aniston is Alex Levy, half of an iconic anchor team 

on The Morning Show (TMS), who is stunned in the first 

episode when her partner of 15 years, Mitch Kessler (Steve Carell), is fired for sexual misconduct 

(shades of Matt Lauer and the Today Show). 

 

As she learns how to exert her power against the many male executives who want to push her out, 

Alex forces them to team her with an abrasive correspondent her new boss, Cory Ellison (Billy 

Crudup) recently hired – an aggressive female reporter, Bradley Jackson (Reese Witherspoon), from 

a conservative leaning local station, whose on-air rant against anti-coal protesters got national 

attention after going viral.  The new co-anchor not only has to deal with Alex’s condescension and the 

initial disdain of the most of the TMS staff, but also with the consequences of a scandal she had 

nothing to do with. 

 

The first season shows not only the aftermath of Mitch Kessler’s predatory behavior, but flashes back 

to the specific event that wound up getting him fired, as well as the impact it has on the employee 

involved and his former colleagues.  Were there others that he preyed upon?  Did his network 

superiors know and try to cover it up?  Was Alex, his long-time partner and friend, oblivious  or willfully 

ignorant to his actions?  It turns out Alex had sex with Mitch when she was drunk, and always thought 

of it as something that just happened.  Now, she’s not so sure it was consensual.  Did Mitch have sex 

with any other staff, and is it possible for any of it to be consensual if they worked for him?  All topical 

issues handled for the most part with appropriate sensitivity while showing multiple perspectives.  
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The first season’s episode 3 scene between Steve Carell and his director friend (Martin Short), who 

are commiserating about being caught up in the #MeToo movement, which they see as discriminating 

against men who have done nothing wrong (or at least nothing that men in power haven’t always 

done), is one of the best couple of minutes of television I’ve seen in years – as Mitch slowly starts to 

realize his friend is a serial sexual predator (and maybe he is too). 

 

Much of the first season involves Mitch trying to save his career, Alex trying to deny any knowledge 

of Mitch’s behavior while trying to save her own job, Bradley trying to prove she’s not just a light-

weight flake and puppet of Alex’s power play, and everyone else at TMS trying to put on a daily news 

show amid an escalating scandal.  All while Mitch’s victim, talent booker Hannah Shoenfeld (Gugu-

Mbatha-Raw), sinks deeper into confusion and depression. 

 

Fred Micklen (Tom Irwin), the fictional UBA network’s president, essentially created the toxic 

workplace culture, knew all about Mitch’s crimes, and was the key executive responsible for covering 

it up.  He had promoted Hannah from junior talent booker to head booker to buy her silence after 

Mitch coerced her into non-consensual sex on a working trip to Las Vegas.  He again tries to buy her 

off by offering her a huge raise and promotion, and a move to Los Angeles, away from Mitch.  As the 

pressure mounts on Hannah, she finally cracks, leading to tragedy.  Season 1 ends with a stunned 

Alex makes a spur-of-the-moment public (on-air) move against the president of the network. 

 

There’s so much happening in season 2, that it often seems incoherent, jumping from one random 

scene to another.  But maybe during these confusing pandemic times that’s appropriate.  The tragic 

event at the end of season 1 and the drastic action taken by Alex is still reverberating.  The season 

opens on New Year’s Eve 2019, with Bradley covering the ball drop in Times Square.  Alex has left 

the network, although her new status as a feminine icon has resulted in TMS offering to bring her 

back – along with a major ad campaign to herald her return (which makes a number of people working 

on the show very uncomfortable – especially those who thought they might replace her).  Charlie 
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Black (Mark Duplass), the former executive producer of TMS, was fired and is now working at a small 

local TV station – until Alex asks him to come back and work with her again (even though she basically 

abandoned him when he was fired several months earlier).   

 

Mitch Kessler is in exile in a lush Italian villa – unhappy but far from suffering.  I’m wondering who 

thought it was a good idea to give Mitch, a serial sexual predator, a story arc where he becomes a 

sympathetic character trying to redeem himself – it seems to go against the core message of the first 

season.  Perhaps they just figured Steve Carell is still a major draw and they couldn’t see any other 

way to include him in the new season.  His ultimate fate may satisfy some, but probably not others.  

 

TMS’s parent company, the UBA network, led by Cory Ellison, is trying to launch a streaming service 

just as the COVID-19 pandemic is starting to spread (which no one takes seriously until it hits home).  

The network is trying to decide who will moderate the upcoming Presidential Debate.  Then there’s 

the cloud of a multi-billion dollar wrongful death lawsuit stemming from the events of last season.   

 

The show continues to look at issues related to race, gender, and privilege.  Danny (Desean Terry), 

a TMS reporter, is upset that he was passed over for the Presidential Debate, demanding to know 

whether it was because he’s Black or because he’s gay (he’s told it’s because he’s boring).  Karen 

Pittman is excellent as TMS producer, Mia Jordan, an African-American who had what she always 

considered a brief consensual relationship with Mitch Kessler (until rumors start circulating that he 

preyed on women of color).  Stella (smartly portrayed by Greta Lee) is the new Asian-American 

president of the news division, who is constantly overruled by management as she begins to think 

she was hired as a token (checking off both the female and minority boxes).  As more people start 

blaming Asians for the coronavirus, she is subjected to racial slurs on the street.  Popular Cuban 

weatherman, Yanko Flores (Nestor Carbibel), is accused of appropriating indigenous culture, and is 

further excoriated when his “apology” is deemed insincere.   
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Juliana Margulies joins the cast in season 2 as news anchor, Laura Peterson, who happens to be a 

lesbian, and has an uncomfortable history with Alex.  She becomes something of a mentor (and 

something more) to Bradley.  As usual, her performance is remarkable. 

 

While all of this was happening, well-known reporter Maggie Brener (Marcia Gay Harden) is about to 

release a TMS tell-all book which confirms Alex and Mitch’s sexual relationship.  Alex had secretly 

visited Mitch in Italy to get him to sign a statement saying that they never had sex.  He  had been 

exposed to COVID and was quarantined, although had no symptoms.  When Alex gets back home, 

guess what she has?   

 

Up until the last couple of episodes, Alex seems continuously oblivious to her privilege and the fact 

that she has been complicit in some bad things and enabled other bad things throughout her entire 

professional career, without having to account for anything as she climbed the ladder to success.  

Whether the events of the past two seasons and her bout with COVID-19 results in more than just 

temporary introspection remains to be seen.  Bradley actually remains the more interesting character, 

being one of the few to demonstrate any real growth throughout the first two seasons.  No word yet 

on a potential third season. 
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Queen of the South (USA 2016-2021): The first three 

seasons of this slick and violent crime drama focus on Camila 

Vargas (Veronica Falcon) and her former protégé, Teresa 

Mendoza (Alice Braga), as they battle for supremacy of a 

drug cartel.  Both are seductive, conniving, captivating, and 

occasionally vicious.  Hemky Madera is wonderfully 

menacing as a former Vargas cartel lieutenant who becomes Teresa’s most loyal ally and protector.  

 

Teresa’s rise from low-level dealer in desperate straits and on the run, to being taken under the wing 

of the cartel leader’s wife (who eventually becomes the head of the cartel), to becoming in charge of 

her own drug empire, stretches credulity to its limit, but remains exciting nonetheless.  She’s a bold, 

clever (and lucky) survivor in a world where women are often relegated to being girlfriends, drug 

mules, or sex workers.  She refuses to be a victim, and often risks her own safety to help others who 

face the same fate she escaped.  Her altruistic tendencies sometimes lead to missteps and increased 

danger, but it doesn’t mean she won’t be brutal and merciless when it comes to protecting her friends, 

her family, and her empire. 

 

Season 4 sees Teresa and her crew move to New Orleans and try to expand her fledgling empire, 

while facing a whole new level of threats and enemies.  The fifth and final season pits Teresa and her 

allies against enemies from within and without her organization, as she tries to escape the drug life 

and live happily ever after with her makeshift family.  Twists and turns, betrayals, competing drug 

cartels, and the CIA’s involvement, puts her fate in doubt up to the very end.   

 

No awards or brilliant writing here, just a gritty and entertaining guilty pleasure.  You can watch the 

first four seasons on Netflix – season 5 will join the streamer in 2022.  Given it originally aired on 
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NBC’s cable sibling,  USA, I’m surprised Peacock hasn’t grabbed it.  During the series run, Alice 

Braga was the only Latina actress to be the lead in a television drama.   

 

Squid Game (Netflix 2021): South Korean dark drama 

about a tournament pitting 456 desperate people who are 

drowning in debt against one another to play childhood 

games for a chance to win a life-changing amount of money.  

Sometimes they compete individually, and sometimes as 

part of teams, in an over-sized, candy-colored playground.  The catch is that there is only one grand 

prize winner – all the losers through the six-rounds of contests are immediately killed by a group of 

anonymous masked and costumed guards.   

 

More than half the competitors are gunned down during the first game – a surreal version of “Red 

Light, Green Light,” in which those who move even slightly after “Red Light” is announced by a giant 

little girl doll (with a rotating head and eyes that scan the arena for any movement) are shot.  After the 

first few are killed, many of the remaining players panic and start to run – they are all shot on the spot.  

Each time a contestant dies, more money is added to the pot, which hangs from the ceiling as a 

constant reminder of how much money they can win (45.6 billion won, or roughly $38 million).    

 

Those who run the game do not force anyone to participate.  They invite people who they know have 

very few choices in life to play, with the caveat that once they accept (and sign a contract), they cannot 

leave until the tournament is over (if they survive), or if a majority of players agree to end the game 

and forfeit the prize money.  Once they accept (and sign the contract outlining the rules), if anyone 

tries to leave they are immediately killed.  I won’t spoil who’s running the game here.   
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Some reviewers have compared Squid Game to Hunger Games and Battle Royale, both of which 

focus on a contest where the only way to win is for all other contestants to die, but the fact that these 

players are not forced to play, puts this on a completely different plane.  

 

To what lengths will the players sink to deceive and betray one another?  Who will sacrifice their own 

safety to protect new friends or relative strangers?  As the game unfolds, alliances are formed and 

unravel, secrets are revealed, and we find out how some of the contestants wound up here – and why 

they believe the 456-1 odds of survival and redemption is actually far superior to their odds of surviving 

outside in society under their current circumstances.  

 

Whether you see this as a profound and insightful commentary on societal class and income inequality 

(the game is presented as the only true “equality” the contestants will ever experience – no one has 

an unfair advantage in the game), or simply as a brutally violent exercise with no other purpose than 

to be brutally violent, your reaction is valid and defensible.  I’d like to say it’s the former, because that 

makes me feel better about finding the series so entertaining – but I suspect it’s the latter. 

 

The acting is top notch.  Here are the main players:   

 

Lee Jung-jae (#456) is Seong Gi-hun, a divorced chauffeur and gambling addict, who is deeply 

indebted to some dangerous loan sharks.  He lives with his sick mother (who has no health insurance), 

and is estranged from his ex-wife and young daughter.  He is the first character we meet (before the 

games begin) and much of the series is seen through his eyes.  

 

Park Hae-soo (#218) plays Seong Gi-hun’s childhood friend and classmate, Cho Sang-woo, a former 

top investment broker, who is wanted by the police for stealing money from his clients.  He also has 

massive personal debts from bad investments.  He is the smartest player and often comes up with 

winning strategies.   
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Yeong-su (#001) is Oh Il-nam, an elderly man with a brain tumor, who would rather play the game 

than just wait to die on the outside.  He is more formidable than he seems.   

 

Jung Ho-yeon (#067) is Kang Sae-byeok, a North Korean defector hoping to get enough money to 

bring her parents across the border and get her little brother out of an orphanage.   

  

Anuparn Tripathi (#199) is a migrant worker from Pakistan who needs to provide for his young family 

after attacking and injuring his boss for refusing to pay his wages.  He is one of the physically strongest 

of all the players. 

 

The six players above form an alliance – to strategize and to protect one another from attack by other 

players between games (which the rules allow). 

 

Heo Sung-tae (#101) is Jang Deok-su, a gangster with huge gambling debts, who has stolen money 

from his mob boss and is on the run.  He is mean and dangerous.  He forms an alliance with other 

surly characters, and poses a major threat to the other alliance.   

 

Kim Joo-ryoung (#212) is a loud and manipulative con-woman whose reasons for entering the game 

are unclear (but she’s probably in debt and on the run from someone). 

 

Wi Ha-joon is a police officer who infiltrates the game by impersonating a guard so he can find his 

missing brother (who disappeared after winning a previous version of the game).  

  

Netflix claims this global phenomenon is its most watched new series ever.  It was designed as a one-

shot limited series, but the ending did leave an opening for the story to continue.  And the series’ 

surprising popularity adds to the possibility of more to come.  Its success caught even Netflix 

executives off-guard, as they reportedly didn’t start trademarking or merchandising Squid Game until 

numerous knock-offs were already being sold online.  
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Succession (HBO 2018- ): One of the buzziest shows in 

the past few seasons, this satirical drama is that rare series 

that actually lives up to the hype.  When Logan Roy (Brian 

Cox), an aging Rupert Murdoch-style media tycoon has a 

stroke, his four adult children (Jeremy Strong, Kieran Culkin, 

Alan Ruck, Sarah Snook) start jockeying for control of the 

family’s international media and entertainment empire.  When he recovers and lets them know he has 

no intention of stepping down anytime soon, all types of power plays, backstabbing schemes, and 

elaborate infighting ensue, as ambitions collide with family loyalties. 

 

One might think a series about unlikeable and privileged one-percenters (actually 0.001 percenters) 

is not the recipe for broad success, but the sharp writing, fierce acting, and effortless shifts between 

comedy, tragedy, and family drama, make this compelling and entertaining viewing.   

 

While owing something to the Dallas and Dynasty type soaps of the 1980s, the key differences 

become obvious from the start.  Viewers might have felt that with the right breaks they could become 

akin to the Ewings or Carringtons, and might even behave as J.R. and his clan did if they amassed 

similar wealth.  In some ways these shows could be considered aspirational.  But Succession is 

different.  You will never accumulate this type of wealth unless you inherit it, and nobody on this show 

acts the way you might if you suddenly became rich.  They live in their own little insulated bubble 

universe, with no sense of community with the real world.   They have little concern over what content 

goes out on their news network, and no sense of obligation to the public – as long as it makes them 

money.  They have no concern about any consequences for their crimes or subsequent cover-ups – 

they can always find a patsy to take the fall.  They are so out of touch with the real world, that they 
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have little concern about supporting a neo-Nazi for president and having their picture taken with him 

– whomever Logan Roy and his network support will be the presumptive Republican front-runner. 

 

The opening credits sequence (the images change slightly each season) and award-wining original 

theme music might be the most fascinating 90 seconds of television on the air.  The video sequence 

intersperses images of the New York City skyline with home-video footage of the Roy family.  The 

patriarch (Logan Roy) is shown mostly from behind as he observes (and directs?) his privileged, 

isolated, and largely unhappy children growing into screwed up adults. 

 

In season 1, we are introduced to the powerful, wealthy, and dysfunctional Roy family. 
  

• Logan Roy (Brian Cox) is the billionaire founder of Waystar RoyCo. a giant media and 

entertainment conglomerate.  He has four children from two of his three previous marriages  

He is ruthless and misogynistic, and treats his family as nothing more than pawns on a chess 

board.  His ex-wife says of him, “Logan enjoys kicking the things he loves just to see if they’ll 

come back to him.”  All he cares about is money and power.  When one of his kids asks him 

why he’s doing something that they see as a betrayal, he replies, “Because it works.  I fucking 

win.  Go on, fuck off, you nosy fucking pedestrians.”   

  

• Kendall Roy (Jeremy Strong) is Logan’s second son (the first from his second marriage).  He 

is presumed to be Logan’s successor.  Through his own and everyone else’s doubts, he 

struggles to prove he is worthy, while battling substance abuse.  At the end of season 2, he 

makes a stunning move that throws everything and everyone for a giant loop, thrusts the 

company into chaos, draws new battle lines, and sets the stage for the confrontations to come 

in season 3. 

 

• Roman Roy (Kieran Culkin) is Logan’s middle son from his second marriage.  He is immature 

and does not take his responsibilities seriously, but he’s street-smart and has people skills.    
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He is often at odds with his siblings, as they vie for their father’s attention and power.  Despite 

all evidence to the contrary, he continues to think his father believes in him.  So he refuses 

Kendall’s attempts to get him on his side, although he resists any attempts to actually hurt 

Kendall.  He is constantly telling penis jokes, and even sends “dick pics” to Gerri Kellman (J. 

Smith-Cameron), Waystar’s general counsel and Roman’s mentor, with whom he has a 

strange relationship.   

 

• Siobhan “Shiv” Roy (Sarah Snook) is Logan’s youngest child and only daughter from his 

second marriage.  She was a left-leaning political fixer, whose views clash with the 

conservative Waystar media company, but she comes back to work for her father when he 

dangles the CEO position (which she desperately wants but never gets).  She thinks she is 

much more qualified to run the company than her brothers, but Logan, who has a general 

disdain for women, keeps shutting her out of major decisions.  And her clinging to at least 

some shred of morality doesn’t help.  But she does go all-in when it comes to helping Logan 

against her rogue brother, Kendall. 

 

• Connor Roy (Alan Ruck) is Logan’s eldest son from his first marriage.  He wants more 

involvement in the family business, but he is not seen by the others as particularly qualified for 

anything, and has been shunted aside.  In season 2 he announces he plans to run for President 

of the United States. 

 

• Tom Wambsgans (Matthew Macfadyen) is Shiv’s fiancé and later her husband, and one of the 

most put upon characters in the show.  He’s a Waystar executive who was promoted from their 

amusement park and scandal-ridden cruise division to head of the company’s global news 

outlet.  He is a people-pleaser and vies for more power, but is thought of as an outsider by the 

family’s inner circle.  Shiv has been casually cruel and dismissive toward him for virtually the 

entire series, oblivious to how it might be affecting him.  At one point he says to her, “I just 

wonder if the sad I’d be without you is less than the sad I get from being with you.”  He appears 
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to have made a surprise move in the season 3 finale that stuns Shiv and promises even more 

fireworks in season 4. 

 

• Nicholas Braun (Greg Hirsch) is Logan’s bumbling but opportunistic great nephew – the 

grandson of Logan’s estranged brother, Ewan Roy (James Cromwell).  He is manipulated by 

some members of the family, particularly Tom, until he starts to wise up. 

 

The first season starts out slowly, but builds into something great as the season progresses.  Season 

2 is near perfection, with strong guest starring roles for Cherry Jones and Holly Hunter.  The surprise 

ending sets the stage for everything that happens in season 3, which sees Kendall Roy face off with 

his father, an uphill battle to be sure, as the viewer wonders if any of his siblings will eventually join 

him.  But as Tom says to him when he tries to get him to switch sides, “…my hunch is you’re going to 

get fucked, because I’ve seen you get fucked a lot and I’ve never seen Logan get fucked once.”  

 

Recurring characters in season 3 include, Adrien Brody as an activist billionaire investor and 

Alexander Skarsgard as founder and CEO of a major tech company who either wants to merge with 

or buy Waystar RoyCo.   

 

In the season 3 finale, Logan makes a move that threatens the future financial security of all his 

children, as Shiv and Roman seek Kendall’s help to try and stop him.  This episode is a true acting 

masterpiece – it expertly builds tension, reveals what people are thinking based solely on their body 

language, and ends with a boom.  Season 4 should be a blast. 
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Ted Lasso (Apple TV+ 2020- ): Comedy-drama about an 

American college football coach from a second-tier league 

(Jason Sudeikis) who is hired to coach a mediocre Premier 

League soccer team in England, despite the fact that he has 

no experience with the sport and doesn’t even understand 

the rules.  Surrounded by feuding players, a negative press corp., and fanatical team fans who scream 

“wanker” every time they see him in public, Ted Lasso’s determination to succeed, his confidence in 

his own abilities and his team’s talents, and his unrelenting niceness and folksy charm, gradually win 

over even his harshest critics. 

 

The show no right to be as good as it is, but it’s one of my favorite (relatively) new shows – my wife 

calls it “pleasantly unusual.”  It has heart, and may be the perfect series to make you feel good (or 

something) during these harsh times.  It also highlights the differences between American and British 

humor without denigrating either.  The first season is a complete joy to behold. 

 

In season 1, the team gets a new owner, Rebecca Welton (Hannah Waddingham) as a result of her 

divorce from her misogynist, billionaire husband.  She has an ulterior motive for hiring Ted, as she 

wants to ruin the team – until she sees Ted’s unusual ways start to work.  Jeremy Swift is her 

sycophantic assistant, Leslie Higgins, whom initially has nothing but disdain for Ted, but eventually 

grows to respect him and becomes a key ally.   

 

Roy Kent (Brett Goldstein) is an established, but aging champion, feuding with Jamie Tartt (Phil 

Dunster), who is an egotistical, young rising star on the team.  Juno Temple plays Keely Jones, a 

smart, ambitious model and Jamie Tartt’s girlfriend.  She develops a close friendship with Rebecca 

and eventually becomes the club’s manager of marketing and public relations.  Nick Mohammed is 

Nathan Shelly, the teams former kit manager whom Ted promotes to assistant coach.  He lacks 
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confidence, but is extremely knowledgeable about the sport and often develops winning strategies.  

Brendan Hunt is Coach Beard, Ted’s long-time assistant and friend.  James Lance is Trent Crimm, a 

cynical reporter, who is initially critical of Ted’s coaching, but slowly starts to come around. 

 

Season 2 is remarkable in that when you think you know exactly where the series is going, it veers 

off in a completely different direction.  While the comedy is still solid, the show gets significantly darker 

in tone.  A new team sports psychologist (Sarah Niles) is brought in to counsel the team.  After 

bumping heads with Ted, she develops a very interesting relationship with him.  We start to discover 

some of the trauma and emotional baggage behind Ted’s smile and continuously pleasant demeanor. 

 

I’ve written before about some of the inherent problems with most “fish-out-of-water” comedies.  Once 

the protagonist no longer feels out of place, the conflict that drove much of the comedy is gone.  Ted 

Lasso’s writers seem aware of this potential flaw, and smartly chose to focus much of the second 

season delving into the stories of some of the key secondary characters.  Particularly fascinating is 

the budding romance between Rebecca and one of her young star players, Sam Obisanya (Toheeb 

Jimoh).  New conflict comes from having Ted not be happy with the potential influence of the new 

psychologist on his team, and then there’s a surprising betrayal toward the end of the second season. 

 

Ted Lasso is the first Apple TV+ series to be rewarded with Emmys, receiving seven in 2021, including 

Outstanding Comedy Series, Best Actor in a Comedy (Jason Sudeikis), Best Supporting Actor (Brett 

Goldstein), and Best Supporting Actress (Hannah Waddingham).  Needless to say, it’s been renewed 

for a third season. 

 


